Year 5 Home Learning Activities – Week beg: 06.07.20
Hi Year 5!
What a great week in Seesaw! We’ve been simply blown away by the incredible
home learning you have been uploading. From eye-catching Windrush factfiles
to collage portraits made from cut-up magazines and superb percentages
work. Keep up the brilliant learning everyone!
As always, this week’s home learning pack is jam packed with fun activities. In
writing, we’re focusing on a collection of poetry by Grace Nichols called
‘Cosmic Disco’ - it’s out of this world! In PE, Lisa has prepared lots of sporty
challenges and has asked that you share how you get on on Seesaw.
As we mentioned last week, each week we are expecting you to
post/upload 3 finished pieces of work for English and 3 pieces for maths to
your Seesaw journal…you can choose the ones you want to put on. We will
be looking at these posts (as well as any others you post) and we will
choose 1 English piece and 1 maths piece to comment on. If you are not
able to finish that many activities, just post as many as you can!
Also another reminder about the Summer Reading Challenge 2020! Find out
more and sign-up for free here: https://summerreadingchallenge.org.uk/
This year’s Challenge runs from June to September, so there is plenty of time
to take part and get silly this summer. In September your new teachers will be
tallying up how many children from each house took part in the challenge and
there will be a special treat for the winning house. So get reading now!
Enjoy and have fun!
Jo, Lucy, Katy and Sharon

Reading activity 1:
Read through this week’s text from First News and look up any tricky words.
Go to folder w/c: 06.07.20 on and watch ‘Reading: Activity 1’.

Reading activity 2:
Re-read the text above and then answer the questions below.

Reading activity 3:
Re-read the text from Activity 1 and then answer the questions below.

Reading activity 4:
Go to folder w/c: 06.07.20 on and watch ‘Reading: Activity 4’.

Let us know how you get on in Seesaw!

Reading activity 5:
Read the story then complete the crossword.

Other reading activities:
● Find a funny place to read a book - it could be up a tree, under the bed
or in a den. Take a photo and post it on Seesaw.
● Find ten awesome adjectives in the text you have read and then use
them to make a crossword.
● Write down any unfamiliar words from the chapter you have read.
Explore the meanings of these words by using a dictionary or reading
around the sentence.
● Read something around the house that isn’t a book e.g. a magazine,
recipe book etc.

Spelling, Punctuation and Grammar (SPAG)
Tricky spellings
Look at the words below.
There are 3 spellings of each word but only 1 is correct.
Write the correct spelling in the box.

Writing
Activity 1 - read and discuss a range of poetry
This week, we will be exploring a collection of poetry called ‘Cosmic Disco’ by
the poet Grace Nichols.

For the first activity, we would like you to read the range of poems from
‘Cosmic Disco’ below and answer the following questions:
●
●
●
●

Which is your favourite of the poems? Why?
What similarities do you notice between the poems?
What differences do you notice?
Can you identify any poetic devices in the poems such as the following?
○ alliteration - repetition of the same sound e.g. a sumptuous sea
breeze ceases to blow
○ repetition
○ simile - comparing something with something else, often using the
word ‘like’ or ‘as ____ as’ e.g. in summer, the bed of the river was
as dry as a bone
○ metaphor - comparing something with something else by saying i t
is that thing e.g. the mountain was a giant overlooking the valley

You can listen to Grace Nichols reading the poem ‘Cosmic Disco’ here:
http://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p02wz5jn

Activity 2 - use poetic devices
To get you warmed-up, we would like you to write a mini poem by using 6
poetry instructions to describe an everyday object:
1.
2.
3.
4.
5.
6.

A simile using ‘like’
An instruction
A question
A wish
A lie
Personification and alliteration

Here’s an example:
Sky, you are like a vast ocean suspended from the space,
Don’t ever succumb to the gravity which pulls you down.
Why are you blue?
I wish I could dive upwards through you towards infinity and beyond,
You are not a home for meandering clouds,
But a wonderfully watchful wayfarer, reflecting and refracting our hopes and
dreams.

Activity 3 - use personification
In this activity, we are going to focus on the poem ‘Aurora Borealis’ by Grace
Nichols.
Read the poem. What images did it inspire in your mind?

Can you underline these features in the poem (see Activity 1 for explanations of
these features)?
● rhyme
● personification
● alliteration

What is the Aurora Borealis?

The Aurora Borealis, also known as the Northern Lights, are caused by
particles from solar winds. They are attracted to the poles by the magnetic
fields found there. They mix with gases in the atmosphere, causing the gases to
glow.
Look at the picture above. How would you describe the Aurora Borealis?
You can also watch this video:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=NZlfxWMr7nc
Now we would like you to write your own poem about the Aurora Borealis
using personification. Who could the Aurora Borealis be? You can also include:
● alliteration
● similes
● metaphors
Here’s an example first verse. You can include as many verses.
Aurora, exiled artist,
Painting the freezing northern nights
With your sweeping brush
And rainbow palette.
Luminescent, shimmering, always moving.
Restless in your celestial beauty.

Activity 4 - edit and publish
In this activity, we would like you to read through your poem from yesterday
and edit it.
What can you improve when editing your writing?
You might improve:
●
●
●
●

vocabulary - the words you use
spelling
grammar e.g. commas, capital letters
presentation

Once you have edited your work, we would like you to write it up in neat. You
could even add illustrations inspired by the Aurora Borealis!

Activity 5 - perform
For this activity, we would like you to video or record yourself reading your
poem and share it with us on Seesaw. Remember these points when
performing your poem:
● Make sure your voice is clear and loud enough to be heard (without
shouting!)
● Use your voice to add drama to your reading. This could include a
dramatic pause before or after a particular line, or saying a particular
word or phrase more loudly or with different expressions
● You could include actions to demonstrate your words
Good luck! We can’t wait to see them!

MATHS INFORMATION FOR PARENTS:
● Useful advice from the NRICH maths team about maths at home https://nrich.maths.org/14606
● NCETM –Visit https://www.ncetm.org.uk/ to find two new areas of the
website designed to support parents/carers of primary and secondary
school children throughout the period of school closures. All the resources
are free to access and do not require a login.

Maths- Year 5
AMAZING MATHS LESSONS - Watch these mini maths challenge
lessons for Years 5 and 6, which are posted daily online. Everything is
explained really clearly and you can easily join in at home. There are
activities that you can complete too linked to the maths lesson. Enjoy!
http://www.iseemaths.com/lessons56/
Are you enjoying these lessons? Tell us what you have learnt on seesaw.
● Practise times tables using Times Table Rockstars (your logins are in
your homework book). You can also logon to Numbots using your TT
Rockstars login details.
● Watch Countdown and try to solve the maths problems just like we do in
class. Maybe you could play against one of your family members and
see if you can win!
https://www.channel4.com/programmes/countdown/episode-guide

Activity 1: Metric units
Key vocabulary
Metric units: used to measure the length, weight or volume of an object.
Length is measured in millimetres (mm), centimetres (cm), metres (m) or
kilometres (km).
Convert: change. We can convert units of measure. For example, a pencil is
19cms long. We can convert this number to give the measurement in mms:
190mms.
Here is a line measured with a ruler:
We can give the measurement using cms or mms.

The line is 6
 .3 cms long or 6
 3 mm long.
Can you fill in the gaps below?:

What happens to the number when you convert it?

Now fill in the gaps below:

When we convert, we need to multiply or divide by 10, 100 or 1000 like this:

So, for example, if I need to convert from cm to mm, I would multiply by 10 like
this:

23 cm = 230 mm
Whereas if I convert from mm to cm, I would divide by 10 like this:

45 mm = 4.5 cm

Use the conversion chart above to convert these measurements:

Activity 2: Metric units
Go to folder w/c: 06.07.20 on and watch ‘Maths: Activity 2’.

In Activity 1, we learned that convert means _____. We can convert units of
measure by multiplying or dividing the number by 10, 100 or 1000 like in this
conversion chart.

Use the chart to solve these conversions:
a.
b.
c.
d.

2cm = __ mm
45mm = __cm
2.3m = __cm
345cm = __m

Now let’s take a look at this problem.
Mo and Rosie are measuring the length of the ball court:

a. Whose unit of measure is more appropriate? _____________
Explain you answer
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________
__________________________________________________.
b. Rosie has measured the playground as 880 cm.
What answer will Mo get in metres?
Now try solving the following problems:
1.

2.

3.

4.

Activity 3: Imperial units
Key vocabulary
Imperial units: old units to measure the length, weight or volume of an object.
These have generally been replaced with metric units but not completely.
Imperial measurements include inches, feet and miles.
Approximately equal: In maths, we show that something is approximately
equal by using a wavy equals sign like this: ≈

Let’s look at an imperial unit of measure for length:

So 1 inch is almost the same as 2.5 cm but not exactly.
We can use this fact to convert between these imperial and metric
measurements:
3 inches ≈
 7.5 cms
because 3 x 2.5 = 7.5.
Now try solving these problems:
1.

2.

Activity 4: Imperial units - continued
In Activity 3, we converted between imperial and metric units of length.
In Activity 4, we will convert between imperial and metric units of weight.

We can use this fact to convert between kilograms (kg) and pounds (lb).
For example:
3 kilograms ≈
 6.6 pounds
because 3 x 2.2 = 6.6

Now use the fact above to complete the conversions:

Now try this problem:

Activity 5: Let’s reasons and problem-solve - Maze 100
Go to folder w/c: 06.07.20 on and watch ‘Maths: Activity 5’.

This is one of our favourite maths challenges! Let us know how you get on in
Seesaw.
It can be helpful to have more than one maze to work on so we’ve added a
sheet of mazes on the following page.

Art:
This week you are studying: South London Women Artists
Go to folder w/c: 06.07.20 on and watch ‘ART: South London Women Artists’

Activity 1: Jane Higginbottom - A mobile from nature

Isn’t nature wonderful? It’s all you need (plus some string) to create a stunning
hanging mobile like Jane’s. Grab a bag and an adult and go gather some
leaves, sticks, pinecones, feathers and whatever else takes your fancy to
create one of these superb mobiles.
Activity 2: Joan Kendall - Weaves of life

Got some wool lying around? Be inspired by Joan Kendall’s weaves and have
a go at creating your own. She said she uses strong colour and texture to
create her art and that life and the environment are her inspiration.
You can make a simple weave using cardboard. Here’s a link to show you how.
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=AWLIy-Um7_0

Activity 3: Rachel Reid’s - Sculptures to make you wonder

Rachel’s work inspires freedom to create what you like with what you have.
You could gather things from nature to make an animal, perhaps a hedgehog
sculpture or you may want to make a comment on something that is
important to you. Remember, Rachel’s recent work aims to show the resilience
of people living on the streets. Your imagination is the only limitation here!
So go Hitherfield, have fun, be creative and see what appears!

Computing:
The Tate Modern art gallery has developed a brilliant app for making digital
art called Tate Paint.
You can access the app here:
https://www.tate.org.uk/kids/games-quizzes/tate-paint
Let your imagination run wild! It would be great to see what you come up with
so please share your pieces with us on Seesaw.

Science:
Key vocabulary
Earth, Sun, Moon, Mercury, Jupiter, Saturn, Venus, Mars, Uranus, Neptune, spherical, solar
system, rotates, star, orbit, planets

Last week we looked at the gas planets. Can you remember which they were?
This week we are going to focus on the moon and why it seems to change
shape.
First of all, we would like you to watch this video about the phases of the
moon: h
 ttps://www.bbc.co.uk/programmes/p00n6zhl
Now can you answer these questions:
● Why can you still see the footprints of astronauts who landed on
the moon 40 years ago?
● Why does the moon seem to change shape?
● How long does a lunar (moon) cycle take?
Can you have a go at recreating the demonstration from the video? We’d
love to see these so please share them on Seesaw.

P.E.
Lisa has set these brilliant Sports Day challenges. Which ones can you
complete?

History: Design an Anderson shelter
During WW2, when London was under attack, families protected themselves
in special shelters called Anderson shelters:

The government gave out free shelters to families who earned less than £5
and by S
 eptember 1939 one and a half million Anderson shelters had been
put up in gardens.
This week we would like you to design your own Anderson shelter. If you
have the resources, you could also build it.

Here are some ideas:

As always, please upload photos to Seesaw once you’re finished as we’d love
to see them.

PSHE
Think of all the people in your life who you have important relationships with.
This could include your parents, carers, brothers, sisters or friends.
What goes into these relationships to make them so positive?
For example, it could be a dollop of trust, a cupful of patience and a sprinkle
of humour!

It’s a bit like a recipe!

Can you write your recipe for your positive relationships?

French: H
 ow is your Hitherfield French Culture Project going? Let us know
by posting something on Seesaw!'
Click the French tab on the Hitherfield website to find fun short activities to
explore!

Resources for Parents:

Black Lives Matter Resources
Follow this link to access a Parent’s Guide to Black Lives Matter to help
support you in having discussions about racism and the Black Lives
Matter movement with your children.

A Parent’s Guide To Black Lives Matter - Yoopies

Diverse Books
Diverse books are critical to enable all young people to see themselves in literature, and
to ensure the lives of all young people are reflected, celebrated and honoured. This is
central to the books we choose at Hitherfield.
Diverse books are essential for all children to encourage them to make connections
between their own lives to the lives of their peers. Literature is a powerful tool to tackle
racism, and actively teaching/discussing diversity through books encourages young
people to become empathetic to the experiences of others.
Here are a selection of some diverse books your child can listen to at home. All they need
to do is scan the QR code and they can listen away!
If the QR code doesn’t work, just search for the book title on YouTube, as the time limit on
the code may have expired!

Discussion
Talking to your children about difficult issues such as this is so vital, even if
for some families, particularly white or non-black people of colour,
discussions on race and racial inequality may feel like fairly new territory.
Parents and carers must play an integral role in ensuring children have an
awareness of racial bias and the ways we can combat racism.

Other useful resources:
KS2 BBC bitesize - h
 ttps://www.bbc.co.uk/bitesize/subjects/z826n39
Oak Academy https://www.thenational.academy/online-classroom/year-5#subjects
Mathematics Shed http://www.mathematicshed.com/visual-stimulus-shed.html
Nrich - https://nrich.maths.org/
Topmarks - https://www.topmarks.co.uk/
Fun art activities https://www.happinessishomemade.net/quick-easy-kids-crafts-anyone-can
-make/
https://craftwhack.com/100-crazy-cool-drawing-ideas-for-kids/

